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Abstract. We analyze the rel leaf of the Arnoux-Yoccoz trans-
lation surface in genus 3. We show that the leaf is dense in the
stratum Hp2, 2qodd but that the real-rel trajectory of the surface is
divergent. On this real-rel trajectory, the vertical foliation of one
surface is invariant under a pseudo-Anosov map (and in particular
is uniquely ergodic), but the vertical foliations on all other surfaces
are completely periodic.

1. Introduction

A translation surface is a compact oriented surface equipped with
a geometric structure which is Euclidean everywhere except at finitely
many singularities. A stratum is a moduli space of translation sur-
faces of the same genus whose singularities share the same combinato-
rial characteristics. In recent years, intensive study has been devoted
to the study of dynamics of group actions and foliations on strata of
translation surfaces. See §2 for precise definitions, and see [MaTa, Zo]
for surveys.

Let x be a translation surface with k ą 1 singularities. There is
a local deformation of x obtained by moving its singularities with re-
spect to each other while keeping the holonomies of closed curves on x
fixed. This local deformation gives rise to a foliation of the stratum H
containing x, with leaves of real dimension 2pk ´ 1q. In the literature
this foliation has appeared under various names (see [Zo, §9.6], [Sch],
[McM3] and references therein), and we refer to it as the rel foliation,
since nearby surfaces in the same leaf differ only in their relative pe-
riods. A sub-foliation of this foliation, which we will refer to as the
real rel foliation, is obtained by only varying the horizontal holonomies
of vectors, keeping all vertical holonomies fixed. Although neither the
rel or the real-rel leaves are given by a group action, the obstructions
to flowing along the real rel foliation are completely understood (see
[MW]) and in the special case k “ 2 it makes sense to discuss the
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Label Edge length
1 1´ α
2 2α ´ 1
3 α
4, 5 α2

6, 7 α3

A 2α
B α ` α3

B1 2α2

C, D α2 ` α4

C 1 2α3

D1 2α2 ` 2α3

Figure 1. The Arnoux-Yoccoz surface x0 with distin-
guished singularities x0. Edges with the same label are
identified by translation, and their lengths are provided
by the chart. Black and white points denote the two
singularities of the surface, and grey dots denote regular
points.

real-rel trajectories
!

Relphqr x : r P R
)

of surfaces x without horizontal

saddle connections joining distinct singularities.
In genus 2, results of McMullen [McM2, McM4] give a detailed un-

derstanding of the closure of rel leaves in the eigenform locus. These
results should be viewed as a companion to McMullen’s classification
of closed sets invariant under the action of G “ SL2pRq in genus 2
[McM1]. A recent breakthrough result of Eskin, Mirzakhani and Mo-
hammadi [EMiMo] has shed light on the G-invariant closed subsets for
arbitrary strata, and the purpose of this paper is to contribute to the
study of the topology of closures of rel leaves. Here we focus on the
rel leaf of the Arnoux-Yoccoz surface x0 (see Figure 1), which lies in
the connected component Hp2, 2qodd of the genus 3 stratum Hp2, 2q.
This surface, introduced by Arnoux and Yoccoz in [AY], is a source
of interesting examples for the theory of translation surfaces. See in
particular [HL], and the work of Hubert, Lanneau and Möller [HLM1]
in which the orbit-closure Gx0 was determined. We denote by H the
sub-locus of surfaces in Hp2, 2qodd whose area is the same as that of x0.

We now state our results, referring to §2 for detailed definitions.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose x0 is as in Figure 1, so that the horizontal
and vertical directions are fixed by the pseudo-Anosov map of [AY].
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Then the real rel trajectory of x0 is divergent in H. Moreover, for
any r ‰ 0, there is a vertical cylinder decomposition of Relphqr x0, and
the circumferences of the vertical cylinders tend uniformly to zero as
r Ñ ˘8.

The analogous statement replacing real with imaginary and vertical
with horizontal also holds. See Appendix A.

It is well-known that some real-rel trajectories exit their stratum in
finite time due to the collapse of horizontal saddle connections. In this
case the real rel trajectory is not defined for all time. Theorem 1.1
shows that a real rel trajectory may be defined for all time and still be
divergent in its stratum.

Theorem 1.1 has implications for the study of unique ergodicity of
interval exchange transformations, which we now describe. Let Rd

` de-
note the vectors in Rd with positive entries. For a fixed permutation
σ on d symbols, and a “ pa1, . . . , adq P Rd

`, let IE “ IEσpaq : I Ñ I
be the interval exchange transformation obtained by partitioning the
interval I “ r0,

ř

aiq into subintervals of lengths a1, . . . , ad and per-
muting them according to σ. Assuming irreducibility of σ, it is known
that for almost all choices of a, IEσpaq is uniquely ergodic, but nev-
ertheless that the set of non-uniquely ergodic interval exchanges is not
very small (see [MaTa] for definitions, and a survey of this intensively
studied topic). It is natural to expect that all line segments in Rd

`, other
than some obvious counterexamples, should inherit the prevalence of
uniquely ergodic interval exchanges. A conjecture in this regard was
made by the second-named author in [W, Conj. 2.2], and partial posi-
tive results supporting the conjecture were obtained in [MW]. Namely,
a special case of [MW, Thm. 6.1] asserts that for any uniquely ergodic
IE0 “ IEσpa0q, there is an explicitly given hyperplane L Ă Rd

` con-
taining a0, such that for any line segment ` “ tas : s P Iu Ă Rd

` with
` Ć L, there is an interval I0 Ă I containing 0, such that for almost
every s P I0, IEσpsq is uniquely ergodic.

Nevertheless our results provide a strong counterexample to [W,
Conj. 2.2]. Recall that a standard construction of an interval ex-
change transformation, is to fix a translation surface q with a segment
γ transverse to vertical lines, and define IEpq, γq to be the first return
map to γ along vertical leaves on q (where we parametrize γ using the
transverse measure dx). If L “ txprq : r P Iu is a sufficiently small
straight line segment in a stratum of translations surfaces, γ can be
chosen uniformly for all r P I and the interval exchanges IEpxprq, γq
can be written as IEσpaprqq for some fixed permuation σ and some line
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` “ taprq : r P Iu Ă Rd
` (see [MW] for more details). Thus, taking

xprq “ Relphqr x0, Theorem 1.1 implies:

Corollary 1.2. There is a uniquely ergodic self-similar interval ex-
change transformation IE0 and a line segment ` Ă Rd

` such that IE0 “

IEσpa0q with a0 in the interior of `, and such that for all a P `r ta0u,
IEσpaq is periodic.

In contrast to the real-rel leaf, for the full rel leaf we have:

Theorem 1.3. The rel leaf of x0 is dense in H.

This is the first stratum in which an explicit dense rel leaf has been
described. Although we only discuss the rel leaf of the Arnoux-Yoccoz
surface in this paper, it is quite likely that the rel foliation is ergodic
whenever k ą 1, and thus almost all rel leaves are dense in all relevant
strata. Our work establishes the existence of dense leaves in H “

Hp2, 2qodd but our arguments can be applied in greater generality. We
hope to return to the general case in future work. Recently Calsamiglia,
Deroin and Francaviglia [CDF] have announced a result which implies
ergodicity and also exhibits many explicit dense rel leaves in principal
strata, i.e. strata all of whose singularities are simple. Their method
is very different from the one used in this paper.

We now briefly comment on the proofs of our results. Since there
is a pseudo-Anosov map ϕ fixing x0, there is a corresponding non-
trivial diagonal element rg with rgx0 “ x0, and applying this element
to the stratum defines a map which acts on the real-rel trajectory
!

Relphqr x0 : r P R
)

of x0 as an expansion moving points away from x0.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on an explicit elementary computa-
tion, made in §3, which shows that deforming x0 along its real-rel leaf
introduces periodic cylinders, and these cylinders persist for a full pe-

riod of the action of rg on
!

Relphqr x0 : r ą 0
)

. Our computation does

not rely on any prior theory but to put it in context, we note that the
surfaces Relphqr x0 have vanishing SAF invariant in the vertical direction,
and the ‘drift’ for the interval exchange obtained by moving along the
vertical direction on Relphqr x0 is sublinear and can be modeled arith-
metically in the ring of integers in a certain cubic field. We refer to
[Arn, LPV, McM4] for discussions of this fascinating topic.

In §4 we analyze the interaction of rel and the horocycle flow on sur-
faces which have a decomposition into parallel cylinders, where both rel
and the horocycle flow fix the waist direction of the cylinders. It will
be convenient to choose this direction to be vertical. It turns out that
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when there are no vertical saddle connections joining distinct singulari-
ties, both the horocycle and rel flows are given by linear flows on a torus
defined by the twist parameters of the cylinders in a vertical cylinder
decomposition. This parametrization in terms of twist parameters was
used for the horocycle flow in [SmWe1] and is extended here to rel
trajectories. In these coordinates, the horocycle flow orbit-closure is
determined by the moduli of the cylinders while the rel orbit-closure is
determined by their circumferences. This simple observation enables us
to pick up additional invariance in the closure of the rel leaf. Namely,
we find a family of 3-dimensional tori, tOru defined for all but a dis-
crete set of r ą 0, each of which is the closure of the vertical rel leaf of
Relphqr x0.

Our explicit parameterization enables us to compute the behavior
of the tangent planes Tr to Or, as r Ñ 0`. In §5 we show that the
topological limit of the Or contains the entire V -orbit of x0, where V “
"ˆ

1 0
s 1

˙

: s P R
*

gives the vertical horocycle flow. From this, using

[EMiMo], we deduce that the same topological limit contains the G-
orbit of x0, and hence, by [HLM1], also contains the entire hyperelliptic
locus L Ă H. We then exploit the commutation relations between
the rel foliation and the G-action, and ergodicity of the G-action, to
conclude the proof of Theorem 1.3.

1.1. Acknowledgements. This work was stimulated by insightful com-
ments of Michael Boshernitzan, who conjectured Corollary 1.2. We are
also grateful to David Aulicino, Duc-Manh Nguyen, John Smillie and
Alex Wright for useful discussions. This collaboration was supported
by BSF grant 2010428. The first author’s work is supported by N.S.F.
Grant DMS-1101233 and a PSC-CUNY Award (funded by The Pro-
fessional Staff Congress and The City University of New York). The
second authors’ work was supported by ERC started grant DLGAPS
279893.

2. Basics

2.1. Translation surfaces, strata, G-action, cylinders. In this
section we define our objects of study and review their basic prop-
erties. We refer to [MaTa, Zo] for more information on translation sur-
faces and related notions, and for references for the statements given
in this subsection.

Let S be a compact oriented surface of genus g ě 2, let Σ “

tξ1, . . . , ξku Ă S and let r “ pr1, . . . , rkq be non-negative integers such
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that
ř

ri “ 2g ´ 2. A translation atlas of type r on pS,Σq is an atlas
of charts pUα, ϕαq, where:

‚ For each α, the set Uα Ă S r Σ is open, and the map

ϕα : Uα Ñ R2

is continuous and injective.
‚ Whenever the sets Uα and Uβ intersect, the transition functions

are local translations, i.e., the maps

ϕβ ˝ ϕ
´1
α : ϕαpUα X Uβq Ñ R2

are differentiable with derivative equal to the identity.
‚ around each ξj P Σ The charts glue together to form a cone

point with cone angle 2πprj ` 1q.

A translation surface structure on pS,Σq of type r is an equivalence class
of such translation atlases, where pUα, ϕαq and pU 1β, ϕ

1
βq are equivalent

if there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism h : S Ñ S, fixing
all points of Σ, such that pUα, ϕαq is compatible with

`

hpU 1βq, ϕ
1
β ˝ h

´1
˘

.
A marked translation surface structure is an equivalence class of such
atlases subject to the finer equivalence relation where pUα, ϕαq and
pU 1β, ϕ

1
βq are equivalent if h can be taken to be isotopic to the identity

via an isotopy fixing Σ. Thus, a marked translation surface q deter-
mines a translation surface q by forgetting the marking, and we write
q “ πpqq to denote this operation. Note that our convention is that all
singularities are labeled.

Pulling back dx and dy from the coordinate charts we obtain two
well-defined closed 1-forms, which we can integrate along any path γ
on S. If γ is a cycle or has endpoints in Σ (a relative cycle), then we
define

xpγ,qq “

ż

γ

dx and ypγ,qq “

ż

γ

dy.

These integrals only depend on the homology class of γ in H1pS,Σq
and the pair of these integrals is the holonomy of γ,

holpγ,qq “

ˆ

xpγ,qq
ypγ,qq

˙

P R2. (2.1)

We let holpqq “ holp¨,qq be the corresponding element of H1pS,Σ;R2q,
with coordinates xpqq and ypqq in H1pS,Σ;Rq. A saddle connection for
a translation surface q is a straight segment which connects singularities
and does not contain singularities in its interior.

The set of all (marked) translation surfaces on pS,Σq of type r is
called the stratum of (marked) translation surface of type r and is de-
noted by Hprq (resp. Hmprq). The map hol : Hmprq Ñ H1pS,Σ;R2q
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just defined gives local charts for Hmprq, endowing it (resp. Hprq) with
the structure of an affine manifold (resp. orbifold).

Let ModpS,Σq denote the mapping class group, i.e. the orientation
preserving homeomorphisms of S fixing Σ pointwise, up to an isotopy
fixing Σ. The map hol is ModpS,Σq-equivariant. The ModpS,Σq-action
on Hm is properly discontinuous. Thus Hprq “ Hmprq{ModpS,Σq is a
linear orbifold and π : Hmprq Ñ Hprq is an orbifold covering map. We
have

dimHprq “ dimHmprq “ dimH1
pS,Σ;R2

q “ 2p2g ` k ´ 1q. (2.2)

There is an action of G “ SL2pRq on Hprq and on Hmprq by post-
composition on each chart in an atlas. The projection π : Hmprq Ñ
Hprq is G-equivariant. The G-action is linear in the homology coor-
dinates, namely, given a marked translation surface structure q and
γ P H1pS,Σq, and given g P G, we have

holpγ, gqq “ g ¨ holpγ,qq, (2.3)

where on the right hand side, g acts on R2 by matrix multiplication.
We will write

us “

ˆ

1 s
0 1

˙

, gt “

ˆ

et 0
0 e´t

˙

, vs “

ˆ

1 0
s 1

˙

.

Also we will denote

U “ tus : s P Ru, A “ tgt : t P Ru,

V “ tvs : s P Ru, P “ AU “

ˆ

˚ ˚

0 ˚

˙

Ă G.

The connected components of strata Hprq have been classified by
Kontsevich and Zorich. We will be interested in the particular con-
nected component Hp2, 2qodd of Hp2, 2q, since it is the component con-
taining x0. For any r, the area of surfaces in Hprq is preserved by
the action of G and we let H be a fixed-area sub-locus of a connected
component of Hprq. The convention usually adopted in the literature
is to normalize area by setting H to be the locus of area-one surfaces,
but it will be more convenient for us to fix the area equal to some con-
stant, e.g. the area of x0. There is a globally supported measure on H
which is defined using Lebesgue measure on H1pS,Σ;R2q and a ‘cone
construction’. It was shown by Masur that the G-action is ergodic
with respect to this measure, and in particular, almost every G-orbit
is dense.

An affine automorphism of a translation surface q is a homeomor-
phism of q which leaves invariant the set of singular points and which
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is affine in charts. Some authors require affine automorphisms to pre-
serve orientation but we will allow orientation reversing affine automor-
phisms. The derivative of an affine automorphism is a 2ˆ2 real matrix
of determinant ˘1. If this matrix is hyperbolic (i.e. has distinct real
eigenvalues) then the affine automorphism is called a Pseudo-Anosov
map. If the matrix is parabolic (i.e. is nontrivial and has both eigen-
values equal to 1) then the affine automorphism is called parabolic. The
group of derivatives of orientation preserving affine automorphisms of
q is called the Veech group of q.

Let I Ă R be a closed interval with interior, let c ą 0 and let R{cZ
be the circle of circumference c. A cylinder on a translation surface is
a subset homeomorphic to an annulus which is the image of I ˆ R{cZ
for some I and c as above, under a map which is a local Euclidean
isometry, and which is maximal in the sense that the local isometry
does not extend to J ˆ R{cZ for an interval J properly containing
I. The parameter c is called the circumference of the cylinder, and
the image of ttu ˆ R{cZ for some t P intpIq is called a core curve.
In this case the two boundary components of the cylinder are unions
of saddle connections whose holonomies are all parallel to that of the
core curve. If a translation surface q can be represented as a union of
cylinders, which intersect along their boundaries, then the directions
of the holonomies of the core curves of the cylinders are all the same,
and we say that this direction is completely periodic and that q has a
cylinder decomposition in that direction.

2.2. Rel and Real Rel. We describe the foliation rel as a foliation
on Hmprq which descends to a well-defined foliation on Hprq. We view
our cohomology classes as linear maps from the associated homological
spaces. Observe there is a restriction map

Res : H1
pS,Σ;R2

q Ñ H1
pS;R2

q

which is obtained by mapping a cochain H1pS,Σ;Rq Ñ R2 to its restric-
tion to the ‘absolute periods’ H1pS;Rq Ă H1pS,Σ;Rq. This restriction
map is part of the exact sequence in cohomology,

H0
pS;R2

q Ñ H0
pΣ;R2

q Ñ H1
pS,Σ;R2

q
Res
Ñ H1

pS;R2
q Ñ t0u, (2.4)

and we obtain a natural subspace

R “ ker Res Ă H1
pS,Σ;R2

q,

consisting of the cohomology classes which vanish onH1pS;Rq Ă H1pS,Σ;Rq.
Since the sequence (2.4) is invariant under homeomorphisms in ModpS,Σq,
the subspace R is ModpS,Σq-invariant. Since hol is equivariant with re-
spect to the action of the group ModpS,Σq on Hmprq and H1pS,Σ;R2q,
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the foliation of H1pS,Σ;R2q by cosets of the subspace R induces by
pullback a foliation of Hmprq, and descends to a well-defined foliation
on Hprq “ Hmprq{ModpS,Σq. The area of a translation surface can
be computed using the cup product pairing in absolute cohomology
and hence the foliation preserves the area of surfaces, and in partic-
ular we obtain a foliation of a fixed area sublocus H (see [BSW] for
more details). This foliation is called the rel foliation. Two nearby
translation surfaces q and q1 are in the same plaque if the integrals of
the flat structures along all closed curves are the same on q and q1.
Intuitively, q1 is obtained from q by fixing one singularity as a refer-
ence point and moving the other singularity. Recall our convention
that singularities are labeled, that is ModpS,Σq does not permute the
singular points. Using this one can show that ModpS,Σq acts trivially
on R – H0pΣ;Rq{H0pS,Rq and hence the leaves of the rel foliation
are equipped with a natural translation structure, modeled on R. The
leaves of the rel foliation have (real) dimension 2pk´1q (where k “ |Σ|).
In this paper we will focus on the case k “ 2, so that rel leaves are
2-dimensional. We can integrate a cocycle c P R on any path joining
distinct singularities and the resulting vector in R2 will be independent
of the path, since any two paths differ by an element of H1pSq. Thus
in the case k “ 2 we obtain an identification of R with R2 by the map
u ÞÑ upδq for any path joining the singularities. Our convention for this
identification will be that we take a path δ oriented from ξ1 to ξ2.

The existence of a translation structure on rel leaves implies that
any vector u P R determines an everywhere-defined vector field on H.
We can apply standard facts about ordinary differential equations to
integrate this vector field. This gives rise to paths ψptq “ ψq,uptq such
that ψp0q “ q and d

dt
ψptq ” u. We will denote the maximal domain

of definition of ψq,u by Iq,u. When 1 P Iq,u we will say that Reluq is
defined and write ψq,up1q “ Reluq. Also, in the case k “ 2 we will write

Relphqr q “ Reluq when u “ pr, 0q,

and

Relpvqs q “ Reluq when u “ p0, sq.

These trajectories are called respectively the real-rel and imaginary-rel
trajectories. We will use identical notations for q P Hmprq, noting that
since π : Hmprq Ñ Hprq is an orbifold covering map, Iq,u “ Iq,u and
πpReluqq “ Reluq.

Note that the trajectories need not be defined for all time, i.e. Iq,u
need not coincide with R. For instance this will happen when a saddle
connection on q is made to have length zero, i.e. if ‘singularities collide’.
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It was shown in [MW] that this is the only obstruction to completeness
of leaves. Namely, in the case k “ 2, the following holds:

Proposition 2.1. Let H be a stratum with two singular points, let
q P Hm, and let u P R. Then the following are equivalent:

‚ Reluq is defined.
‚ For all saddle connections δ on q, and all s P r0, 1s,

holpq, δq ` s ¨ upδq ‰ 0.

Corollary 2.2. If q has two singular points and no horizontal (resp.

vertical) saddle connections joining distinct singularities, then Relphqr q

(resp. Relpvqs q) is defined for all r, s P R.

From standard results about ordinary differential equations we have
that the map pq, uq ÞÑ Reluq is continuous on its domain of definition,
and

Relphqr1 pRelphqr2 qq “ Rel
phq
r1`r2pqq, Relpvqs1 pRelpvqs2 qq “ Rel

pvq
s1`s2pqq

(where defined). On the other hand we caution the reader that the rel
plane field need not integrate as a group action, i.e. it is easy to find
examples for which

Relphqr

´

Relpvqs q
¯

‰ Relpvqs

´

Relphqr q
¯

.

We let G act on the stratum H in the usual way and also let G act on
R2 by its standard linear action. The action of G is equivariant for the
map hol used to define the translation structure on rel leaves, which
leads to the following result (see [BSW] for more details):

Proposition 2.3. Let x be a surface with two singular points and let
u P R – R2. If Relupxq is defined and g P G then Relgupgxq is defined
and gpRelupxqq “ Relgupgxq. In particular, if q has no horizontal saddle
connections joining distinct singularities, then for all r, s, t P R,

gtRelphqr q “ Rel
phq
etrgtq. (2.5)

2.3. The Arnoux-Yoccoz surface and its symmetries. Let α be
the unique real solution to the polynomial equation

α ` α2
` α3

“ 1. (2.6)

This number α is approximately 0.5437. Its algebraic conjugates are
complex and lie outside the unit circle. Hence, its multiplicative in-
verse, α´1, is a Pisot number, i.e., its algebraic conjugates all lie within
the unit circle.

In [AY], Arnoux and Yoccoz introduced the genus three translation
surface x0 P Hp2, 2qodd which was depicted in Figure 1. The surface is
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built from a 2ˆ2 square with three slits and a corner cut out as shown.
Edge lengths are elements of the ring Zpαq where α is as in (2.6). Our
presentation is the surface of [Arn, pp. 496-498] scaled by a factor of
two to remove the presence of fractions from edge lengths. It will be
convenient for us to fix this particular scaling in our computations and
thus in the remainder of the paper we let H denote the sublocus of
Hp2, 2qodd consisting of surfaces whose area is the same as that of x0.

Inspecting the figure and using the fact that α is cubic, one finds
that the Z-module holpH1pS,Σ;Zq, x0q has rank 6. Arnoux and Yoccoz
described a pseudo-Anosov automorphism ϕ of x0, whose derivative is

rg “

ˆ

α´1 0
0 α

˙

. (2.7)

The fact that x0 admits such a pseudo-Anosov is somewhat challenging
to see. We refer the reader to [Arn, p. 498] for an explanation, see also
Remark 3.6.

The surface x0 has two singularities each of cone angle 6π, which we
distinguish as a black singularity and a white singularity; see Figure 1.
The pseudo-Anosov ϕ : x0 Ñ x0 preserves these two singularities.

Aside from the pseudo-Anosov ϕ, the surface x0 admits a few other
symmetries. The surfaces admits two fixed-point free isometries whose
derivatives are given by reflections of the plane in the x- and y-axes
[Bow2]. (Technically, these are not affine automorphisms of x0 under
our definition, since they swap the singularities.) The composition of
these maps gives an affine automorphism of derivative ´I, which is the
hyperelliptic involution of x0.

Hubert and Lanneau [HL] showed that x0 admits no parabolic affine
automorphisms. This led to the natural question if the Veech group of
x0 is elementary, i.e., just a finite extension of xrgy. This question was
resolved negatively by Hubert, Laneau and Möller, who proved that
there is another pseudo-Anosov automorphism of x0 which does not
commute with ϕ [HLM1, Theorem 1]. We will not have a use for this
extra symmetry.

2.4. Results of Hubert-Lanneau-Möller. In this subsection we sum-
marize the results of [HLM1].

A generic surface in Hp2, 2qodd does not have a hyperelliptic involu-
tion, but some surfaces do. Let L Ă H denote the subset of surfaces
with a hyperelliptic involution. We will need the following:

Proposition 2.4. The subset L is of (real) codimension 2 in H and is
transverse to rel leaves. In particular

tRelvpzq : z P L, v P R, Relvpzq is definedu
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contains an open subset of H.

Proof. The fact that L is of real codimension 2 follows from the explicit
dimension computations in [HLM1]. To see transversality, both L and
any rel leaf R intersecting L are linear in period coordinates, so it
suffices to check that they intersect in a discrete set of points. The
hyperelliptic involution fixes the two singular points (see [HLM1]) and
hence its action fixes each rel leaf R passing through L, acting on R
by an affine automorphism A, such that a point on R belongs to L
precisely when it is a fixed point for A. Since DpAq “ ´Id the fixed
points for A on R are isolated. �

The Arnoux-Yoccoz surface x0 is contained in L, and we have:

Theorem 2.5 ([HLM1, Theorem 1.3]). Gx0 “ L.

2.5. Results of Eskin-Mirzakhani-Mohammadi and some con-
sequences. Recent breakthrough results of Eskin, Mirzakhani and
Mohammadi [EMi, EMiMo] give a wealth of information about orbit-
closures for the actions of G and P on strata of translation surfaces.
The following summarizes the results which we will need in this paper:

Theorem 2.6. Let x be a translation surface in a stratum H. Then

Gx “ Px “M,

where M is an immersed submanifold of H of even (real) dimension
which is cut out by linear equations with respect to period coordinates,
and M is the support of a finite smooth invariant measure µ. Moreover

1

T

ż T

0

ż 1

0

pgtusq˚δx ds dtÑTÑ8 µ, (2.8)

where the convergence is weak-* convergence in the space of probability
measures on H.

The following consequence will be crucial for us, and is of indepen-
dent interest.

Proposition 2.7. Suppose that x is a translation surface and tgtx : t P
Ru is a periodic trajectory for the geodesic flow. Then Ux “ V x “ Gx.

Proof. We prove for U , the proof for V being similar. Suppose gp0x “
x, p0 ą 0 where p0 is the period for the closed geodesic. Let δx denote
the Dirac measure on x. Let µ be the smooth G-invariant measure for
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which M “ Gx “ suppµ. By (2.8),

µ “ lim
mÑ8

1

mp0

ż mp0

0

ż 1

0

pgtusq˚δx ds dt

“ lim
mÑ8

1

mp0

ż p0

0

m´1
ÿ

i“0

ż 1

0

pgip0`pusq˚δx ds dp.

(2.9)

For each p P r0, p0q we write

νp,m “
1

m

m´1
ÿ

i“0

ż 1

0

pgip0`pusq˚δx ds “
1

m

m´1
ÿ

i“0

1

e2pip0`pq

ż e2pip0`pq

0

pusgpq˚δx ds,

(2.10)
where we have used the commutation relations gτus “ ue2τ sgτ and the
fact that gip0x “ x for each i. Then the right hand-side of (2.9) is
limmÑ8

1
p0

şp0
0
νp,mdp. Let ν0,m be the measure corresponding to p “

0, then for any p, νp,m “ gp˚ν0,m. Take a subsequence tmju along
which ν0,mj converges to a measure ν on H (where νpHq ď 1). Then
νp,mj ÑjÑ8 gp˚ν. The right hand side of (2.10) shows that ν is U -
invariant and therefore so is each gp˚ν, and by (2.9) we have µ “
1
p0

şp0
0
gp˚ν dp (and in particular νpHq “ 1). Since µ is G-ergodic, by

the Mautner property (see e.g. [EW]) it is U -ergodic. This implies
that gp˚ν “ µ for almost every p, and (since µ is tgtu-invariant), ν “ µ.
These considerations are valid for every convergent subsequence of the
sequence ν0,m and hence ν0,m ÑmÑ8 µ. Since ν0,m is obtained by
averaging over the U -orbit of x, the orbit Ux is dense in suppµ “ Gx,
i.e. Ux “ Gx. �

Combining Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.7 we obtain:

Corollary 2.8. With the above notations, we have V x0 “ L.

3. Periodic vertical directions

In this section, we investigate real rel deformations of the Arnoux-
Yoccoz surface x0. Recall that Theorem 1.1 asserts that these surfaces
admit vertical cylinder decompositions. In §3.1, we will state more
detailed results about these cylinder decompositions. In particular,
Theorem 1.1 follows directly from Lemma 3.4 and Remark 3.5. In §3.2,
we will travel through the real rel leaf, and obtain explicit descriptions
of xr “ Relphqr x0 for 1 ď r ă α´1, which constitutes a full period under
the action of rg on the real rel leaf. Our trip through the rel leaf results
in formal proofs of the results stated in §3.1.
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3.1. Results on real rel deformations of the Arnoux-Yoccoz
surface. Recall that x0 admits a pseudo-Anosov ϕ with derivative rg as
in (2.7). The map ϕ would have to preserves the finite set of horizontal
saddle connection, multiplying their lengths by α´1, and thus x0 has
no horizontal saddle connections. As a consequence of Corollary 2.2
we see that the horizontal rel deformation of x0,

r ÞÑ xr “ Relphqr x0

is defined for all r P R. Moreover this real-rel trajectory is not periodic,
i.e. there is no r ą 0 such that xr “ x0; indeed if xr “ x0 and r ą 0 is
the minimal number with this property, we can apply (2.5) to obtain
x0 “ xαr, contradicting the minimality of r.

Let S be a genus three surface with two distinguished points, a black
point and a white point, whose union is the set Σ. We use this surface
to mark our translation surfaces. We take an arbitrary homeomorphism
S Ñ x0 respecting the colors of distinguished points. This also leads
to a marking of horizontal rel deformations of x0 via homotopy within
the bundle

Ť

rPR xr of surfaces over R. In particular, we have identified
the topological objects associated with our surfaces.

Each surface xr determines a natural cohomology class holpxrq P
H1pS,Σ;R2q via (2.1). Because of our conventions, holpxrq varies con-
tinuously in r. We take our horizontal rel flow to move the white
distinguished point rightward relative to the black point. This means
that if γ is the homology class of a curve moving from the black point
to the white point, then the holonomies with respect to the different
structures satisfy

holpγ, xrq “ holpγ, x0q ` pr, 0q.

We show later in the section that the surface x1 has a presentation as
shown in Figures 2 and 5. Figure 2 shows some homology classes on the
surface which will be important to us. Note that the surface admits a
decomposition into three vertical cylinders, and some of the homology
classes are clearly related to these cylinders. These homology classes
belong to a pair of bi-infinite families of homology classes, tβku, tγku Ă
H1pS,Σ;Zq. Several of these classes are shown in the figure, and we
extend inductively according to the rules that for all k P Z, we have:

βk`4 “ γk ´ βk`2 ´ γk`2 ´ 2γk`3,
γk`4 “ βk ´ γk`2 ´ βk`2 ´ 2βk`3.

(3.1)

(The classes shown in Figure 2 satisfy these identities.)
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Figure 2. The surface x1 “ Rel
phq
1 x0 with some relative

homology classes in H1pS,Σ;Zq.

Note that H1pS,Σ;Zq is a Z-module isomorphic to Z7. By inspecting
the figure and using induction, one can verify the following:

Proposition 3.1. For each k P Z, the collection of homology classes

tβk, γk, βk`1, γk`1, βk`2, γk`2, βk`3, γk`3u

generates H1pS,Σ;Zq, and are related by the identity

βk ` γk “ βk`1 ` γk`1 ` βk`2 ` γk`2 ` βk`3 ` γk`3.

In our trip through the rel-leaf, we will use the following result, whose
proof will be given below:

Lemma 3.2. The holonomies of the homology classes defined above
are:

holpβk, xrq “

ˆ

α3´k ´ r
αk ` αk`2

˙

,

holpγk, xrq “

ˆ

r ´ α3´k

αk ` αk`2

˙

.
(3.2)

This immediately gives an explicit relationship between these classes
and the pseudo-Anosov ϕ : x0 Ñ x0.

Corollary 3.3. For each k, ϕ˚pβkq “ βk`1 and ϕ˚pγkq “ γk`1.
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Proof. Observe that an absolute homology class in H1pS;Zq is deter-
mined by its holonomy on the surface x0 since both H1pS;Zq and
holpH1pS;Zq, x0q are Z-modules of rank 6. Also recall that the ac-
tion of ϕ on x0 preserves the two singularities. Fix k and consider the
possible images of βk. Observe that each βk is representable as a path
from the white singularity to the black singularity, so its image is as
well. The difference of any two such homology classes is an absolute
class. So, homology classes representable by paths from the white sin-
gularity to the black singularity are also determined by their holonomy
on x0. So, it suffices to observe that

rg ¨ holpβk, x0q “ holpβk`1, x0q.

Similar considerations hold for the classes γk. �

The following lemma describes all vertical cylinders in the surfaces
xr for r ą 0.

Lemma 3.4. Let r ą 0 and let k P Z so that α´k ď r ă α´pk`1q. If
r “ α´k, then xr admits a decomposition into three vertical cylinders
Ck, Ck`1, and Ck`2 whose core curves represent the homology classes
βk`γk, βk`1`γk`1 and βk`2`γk`2, respectively. If α´k ă r ă α´pk`1q,
then xr admits a decomposition into four vertical cylinders Ck, . . . ,
Ck`3 whose core curves represent the homology classes βk ` γk, . . . ,
βk`3 ` γk`3, respectively.

For each j P Z, and each r satisfying α´pj´3q ă r ă α´pj`1q, the
homology class βj ` γj is represented by a cylinder Cj in xr. The
circumference of this cylinder is 2αj ` 2αj`2, and its variable width is
given by the equation

WidthpCj, xrq “

#

r ´ α´pj´3q for α´pj´3q ă r ď α´j,

α´pj`1q ´ r for α´j ď r ă α´pj`1q.

Remark 3.5. A nearly identical statement holds for xr with r ă 0. Be-
cause x0 admits a hyperelliptic involution preserving the singularities,
we have ´Ixr “ x´r (see §2.3).

3.2. A trip through the real rel leaf. The goal of this subsection
is to find the rel deformations of the surface xr “ Relphqr x0, with 1 ď
r ă α´1. The surface x0 as presented has the white singularity located
only on the top and bottom edges of our cut square. In this case, we
can view action of Relphqr as simply changing the length of edges of the
presentation for values of r close to zero. For positive r, we can view
it this way until the edge labeled 7 collapses when r “ α3. At this
point the surface becomes as presented in Figure 3. (Checking that
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Label Edge length
1 1´ α
2 α ´ α2

3 α ´ α3

4 α2 ` α3

5 α2 ´ α3

6 2α3

A 2α
B α ` α3

B1 2α2

C, D α2 ` α4

C 1 2α3

D1 2α2 ` 2α3

Figure 3. The deformed Arnoux-Yoccoz surface xα3 “ Rel
phq

α3 x0.

edge lengths change as indicated in the figure follows from the relation
αk “ αk`1 ` αk`2 ` αk`3. We omit the straightforward calculations.)

In order to understand further deformations, we will change the pre-
sentation of the surface xα3 . This surface depicted in Figure 3 has
dotted lines on it. We cut along these dotted lines and reattach the
two rectangles along edges A and B1. The new presentation is shown
in Figure 4. Our changes have the effect of creating some new edges in
the figure (labeled 8, E and E 1) and enlarges the edge labeled 6 into a
new edge we call 61. Also, both copies of the edges labeled 1 and 2 are
adjacent in the new picture with a regular point between them, and we
define 11 to be their union.

Figure 4 presents the surface xα3 in a way which allows us to un-
derstand an additional rel deformation. We will further horizontally
rel deform by α ` α2, which will give us a total rel deformation by
α`α2`α3 “ 1. We think of sliding the black singularity left by α`α2

rather than sliding the white singularity rightward (but this amounts
to the same thing). Note that the black singularity has cone angle 6π,
and so has three horizontal separatrices leaving leftward. We slit the
surface along these leftward separatrices for length α`α2. These three
segments are shown as dashed lines in Figure 4. We identify edges of
the slits so that in the position where the black singularity was, no
singularities remain. Thus the black point is replaced by three regular
points. This determines the gluings of the slits, and when this is done,
the leftmost points of the three slits are identified to form a new 6π
cone singularity. This is the image of the black singularity under the
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Label Edge length
11 1´ α2

3 α ´ α3

4 α2 ` α3

5 α2 ´ α3

61 1´ α
8 α ` α3

B α ` α3

C, D α2 ` α4

C 1 2α3

D1 2α2 ` 2α3

E 2α ´ 2α2

E 1 α2 ´ α4

Figure 4. The surface xα3 , presented differently.

Label Edge length
11 1´ α2

41 α ` α2

61 1´ α
D1, D2 1´ α2

F , F 1 α ´ α3

G, H α2 ´ α4

I 2α3

Figure 5. The surface x1 admits a decomposition into
three vertical cylinders. Dotted lines show the images of
pieces from Figure 4.

deformation. In order to display the result, we also cut the surface up
a bit more (along the dotted lines) and rearrange the pieces to show
the result. Figure 5 shows the resulting surface x1.
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We observe that the surface x1 admits a vertical cylinder decompo-
sition into three cylinders. This is the beginning of the intervals worth
of surfaces txr : 1 ď r ă α´1u which we will analyze more closely.

Let us pause our trip to note that we have essentially proved the
Lemma which provides the holonomies of our favorite homology classes.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Figure 2 shows the homology classes βk and γk
for k P t0, . . . , 4u. The presentation of x1 shown in Figure 2 is the same
as the one shown in Figure 5. The latter figure gives the dimensions
of the shape, and we can read off the holonomies of these classes on
the surface x1 from the figure. We check that they agree with (3.2)
when r “ 1. This works when k P t0, . . . , 4u, but we can use the
inductive formula (3.1) to extend this and observe it holds for all k P Z
when r “ 1. Furthermore because the paths representing the classes
βk move from a white singularity to a black singularity and the paths
representing the classes γk do the opposite, they satisfy:

holpβk, xrq “ holpβk, x1q ` p1´ r, 0q,

holpγk, xrq “ holpγk, x1q ` pr ´ 1, 0q.

This observation allows us to verify (3.2) for all r. �

We continue the deformation by sliding white singularities to the
right relative to the black singularities. As r increases slightly beyond
1, the surface immediately develops a new vertical cylinder, see Figure
6. This figure describes surfaces xr for 1 ă r ă α´1.

Proof of Lemma 3.4. We begin with the first paragraph of the Lemma.
Observe that the statement is true when r “ 1 and when 1 ă r ă α´1.
From Figure 2, we can see that the upward-oriented core curves of the
vertical cylinders represent the homology classes β0 ` γ0, β1 ` γ1 and
β2 ` γ2. By rel-deforming this picture into xr with 1 ă r ă α´1, we
can see that when r is in this interval, we get a new cylinder whose
core curve represents β3 ` γ3. Now consider the case of general r ą 0.
We have α´k ď r ă α´pk`1q for some integer k as stated in the lemma.
Recall rgpxsq “ xα´1s. Set s “ αkr. Then, 1 ď s ă α´1. Since rgkpxsq “
xr, we see that both xs and xr admit a cylinder decompositions into
three cylinders if r “ α´k and four cylinders otherwise. Recall that
the action of rg on homology of these surfaces agrees with the action
of ϕ. Using Corollary 3.3, we see that the homology classes of these
cylinders are given by

ϕk˚pβi ` γiq “ βi`k ` γi`k

for i P t0, 1, 2u if r “ α´k and for i P t0, 1, 2, 3u otherwise.
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Label Edge length
11 r ´ α2

41 α ` α2

61 r ´ α
9 r ´ 1
D1, D2 1´ α2

F , F 1 α ´ α3

G, H α2 ´ α4

I 2α3

Figure 6. The surface xr “ Relphqr x0 with 1 ă r ă α´1

admits a decomposition into four vertical cylinders.

As in the lemma, we identify Cj as the cylinder whose core curve has
homology class βj ` γj. From the prior paragraph, we note that this
cylinder appears in xr when α´k ď r ă α´pk`1q and when j “ i ` k
for i P t0, 1, 2, 3u unless r “ α´k in which case i “ 3 is not allowed.
Thus, we get a cylinder whose core curve has homology class βj ` γj
when α´pj´3q ă r ă α´pj`1q. The second paragraph of the Lemma
concerns the geometry of these cylinders. Their circumferences can
be determined from the holonomies of the core curves, which can be
computed using Lemma 3.2.

To compute the widths of the cylinders, observe that for 1 ă r ă α´1

the widths of cylinders C1, C2, and C3 are given by the horizontal
holonomies of γ1, γ2, and γ3, respectively. See Figure 6. The width
of C0 on the other other hand is given by the horizontal holonomy of
γ0´2γ3. By applying the action of rg to these formulas, and using (2.5),
we obtain the widths of all cylinders in the surface xr for all r ą 0. �

Remark 3.6. If we were to continue our trip and compute the geometry
of xα´1 we would find that xα´1 “ rgx1. This implies that rg fixes x0,
because we would have

rgx0 “ rgRel
phq
´1x1 “ Rel

phq

´α´1rgx1 “ Rel
phq

´α´1xα´1 “ x0,
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where we use (2.5) in the second equality. This provides an independent
proof that x0 admits a pseudo-Anosov self-map with derivative rg.

4. Minimal tori for the horocycle flow and vertical rel

In this section we give basic information about rel leaves of periodic
surfaces. We will work with vertical rel as this is what we will need in
other parts of the paper. While the results below are elementary, they
are of independent interest and we formulate them in greater generality
than we need.

4.1. Twist coordinates. Let x be a marked translation surface with
a non-empty labeled singular set Σ, and suppose x is completely pe-
riodic in the vertical direction. Then x admits a decomposition into
vertical cylinders, and the surface can be recovered by knowing some
related combinatorial data and some geometric parameters. Denote the
vertical cylinders by C1, . . . , Cm. A separatrix diagram for a vertical
cylinder decomposition consists of the ribbon graph of upward-pointing
vertical saddle connections forming the union of boundaries of cylin-
ders, whose vertices are given by Σ (with orientation at vertices induced
by the translation surface structure on a neighborhood of the singular
point), and an indication of which pairs of circles in the diagram bound
each cylinder Ci. For more information see [KoZo], where this notion
was introduced. We add more combinatorial information by selecting
for each vertical cylinder Ci a rightward-oriented saddle connection σi
joining the left side of Ci to the right side. The union of the separatrix
diagram and the saddle connections σi still has a ribbon graph struc-
ture induced by the surface. The complete combinatorial data for our
cylinder decomposition consists of a labeling of cylinders, and the rib-
bon graph which is the union of the separatrix diagram and the saddle
connections σi, i “ 1, . . . ,m.

Fixing the number and labels of cylinders and the combinatorial data
above, the marked translation surface structure on x is entirely deter-
mined by the following parameters: the circumferences c1, . . . , cm P Rą0
of the cylinders; the lengths `1, . . . , `n P Rą0 of the vertical saddle con-
nections along the boundaries of the cylinders; and the holonomies

holpσi,xq “ pxi, yiq P Rą0 ˆ R (4.1)

of each saddle connection σi for i “ 1, . . . ,m. Observe each xi records
the widths of the cylinder Ci.

We call the numbers yi the twist parameters. Observe that we can
vary the twist parameters at will. That is, given x as above, there is a
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map
rΦ : Rm

Ñ Hm; pŷ1, . . . , ŷmq ÞÑ x̂, (4.2)

where x̂ is the surface built to have the same parameters as x except
with twist parameters given by ŷ1, . . . , ŷm, and where Hm is the space
of marked translation surfaces structures modeled on the same surface
and singularity set as x. Let π : Hm Ñ H be the natural projection.

The image of π ˝ rΦ is the set of all translation surfaces which have
a vertical cylinder decomposition with the same combinatorial data as
x “ πpxq, and the same parameters describing cylinder circumferences,
lengths of vertical saddle connections, and widths of cylinders. We refer
to this set as the vertical twist space at x, and denote it by VT x. We
wish to explicitly parameterize this space.

Let y1, . . . , ym denote the twist parameters for x, and choose a second
set of twist parameters ŷ1, . . . , ŷm. Then x̂ can be obtained from x
by slicing each cylinder Ci along a geodesic core curve and regluing
so that the right side has moved upward by ŷi ´ yi. Thus for each
γ P H1pS,Σ;Zq,

holpγ, x̂q “ holpγ,xq `
m
ÿ

i“1

`

0, pŷi ´ yiqpγ X Ciq
˘

(4.3)

where X from γ X Ci denotes the algebraic intersection pairing,

X : H1pS,Σ;Zq ˆH1pS r Σ;Zq Ñ Z,

taken between γ and a core curve of the cylinder Ci. Writing C˚i P
H1pS,Σ;Zq to denote the cohomology class defined by

C˚i pγq “ γ X Ci, (4.4)

we see the following:

Proposition 4.1. The map rΦ is an affine map whose derivative is

DrΦ

ˆ

B

Byi

˙

“ p0, C˚i q P H
1
pS,Σ;R2

q, i “ 1, . . . ,m. (4.5)

Recall that rΦ defined in (4.2) maps vectors to elements of Hm,
i.e. marked surfaces. Since holonomies of the saddle connections σi
distinguish surfaces in the image, rΦ is injective. However, the map

π ˝ rΦ : Rm Ñ H is certainly not injective. In the space H we consider
translation surfaces equivalent if they differ by the action of an element
of ModpS,Σq. Let Mpxq Ă ModpS,Σq denote the subgroup consisting
of equivalence classes of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of x
such that:
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‚ Each cylinder Ci is mapped to a cylinder Cj of the same cir-
cumference and width.

‚ Each upward-pointing vertical saddle connection is mapped to
an upward-pointing vertical saddle connection of the same length,
respecting the orientation.

Note that each element of Mpxq preserves the image of rΦ, and that
distinct twist parameters yield the same surface in H if and only if
they differ by an element of Mpxq. In light of Proposition 4.1, Mpxq
pulls back to an affine action on the twist parameters, and we obtain
an affine homeomorphism

Φ : Rm
{Mpxq Ñ VT x Ă H. (4.6)

Some elements of the subgroup Mpxq are clear. Each Dehn twist
τi P ModpS,Σq in each vertical cylinder Ci lies in Mpxq. The action
of τi on twist parameters just affects the twist parameter yi of Ci and
has the effect of adding ci, the circumference of Ci. The multi-twist
subgroup M0pxq “ xτ1, . . . , τmy of Mpxq is isomorphic to Zm. Moreover,
Mpxq acts by permutations on the vertical saddle connections, and
M0pxq is the kernel of this permutation action, and hence is normal
and of finite index in Mpxq. Thus we have the following short exact
sequence of groups

t1u Ñ M0pxq Ñ Mpxq Ñ ∆ Ñ t1u, (4.7)

where ∆ is a subgroup of the group of permutations of the vertical
saddle connections. We set T “ Rm{M0pxq –

śm
i“1R{ciZ (an m-

dimensional torus). By normality, the action of Mpxq on Rm descends
to an action on T which factors through ∆ via (4.7). Thus we have the
sequence of covers

Rm
Ñ TÑ Rm

{Mpxq – T{∆.
We see that VT x is isomorphic to the quotient of a torus by an finite
group of linear automorphisms. When ∆ is trivial, we actually have
Rm{Mpxq “ T. Thus the following holds:

Proposition 4.2. Suppose that the vertical cylinders of x have distinct
circumferences or distinct widths, and that each cylinder has a saddle
connection on its boundary whose length is distinct from the lengths of
other saddle connections on the boundary. Then Mpxq “ M0pxq and
therefore Φ : TÑ VT x is an isomorphism of affine manifolds.

Remark 4.3. The above discussion equips the quotient VT x – T{∆
with the structure of an affine orbifold, since it is the quotient of T
by the action of a finite group of affine automorphisms ∆. For an
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example in which ∆ is nontrivial and VT x is not a torus, let x be the
Escher staircase surface obtained by cyclically gluing 2m squares (see
e.g. [LW, Figure 3]). The surface has m parallel cylinders, the torus
T is isomorphic to pR{Zqm, and the group ∆ contains the group of
cyclic permutations of the coordinates, realized by homeomorphisms of
the surface which go up and down the staircase.

Remark 4.4. The maps (4.2) and (4.6) were used in [SmWe1] in order
to analyze the horocycle flow on completely periodic surfaces, but the
case in which ∆ is nontrivial was overlooked. We take this opportunity
to rectify an inaccuracy: in [SmWe1, Prop. 4, case (2)] instead of a
torus we should have the quotient of the torus by a finite group. This
does not affect the validity of other statements in [SmWe1].

4.2. Vertical rel flow in twist coordinates. Now we will specialize
to the setting where x P Hm has two singularities, which we distinguish
as a black singularity and a white singularity. Figure 7 shows an exam-
ple. We continue to suppose that the vertical direction is completely
periodic, but now we will also assume that x admits no vertical sad-
dle connections joining distinct singularities. That is, each boundary
edge of each vertical cylinder contains only one of the two singular-
ities. We will order the cylinders so that C1, . . . , Ck have the white
singularity on their left and the black singularity on their right, so that
Ck`1, . . . , C` have the black singularity on their left and the white sin-
gularity on their right, and C``1, . . . , Cm have the same singularity on
both boundary components.

We observe that the vertical rel flow applied to a surface in the
vertical twist space can be viewed as only changing the twist param-
eters. Concretely, Relpvqr decreases the twist parameters of cylinders
C1, . . . , Ck by r, increases the twist parameters of Ck`1, . . . , C` by r,
and does not change the twist parameters of C``1, . . . , Cm. Therefore
we find:

Proposition 4.5. The vertical twist space VT x is invariant under
Relpvq. Define

~w P Rm, wi “

$

’

&

’

%

´1 if i ď k

1 if k ă i ď `,

0 if i ą `.

Then the straightline flow

F r
~w : ~y ÞÑ ~y ` r ~w
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on Rm induces a well-defined straightline flow on Rm{Mpxq and Φ is a

topological conjugacy from this flow to the restriction of Relpvqr to VT x;

that is Φ ˝ F r
~w “ Relpvqr ˝ Φ for every r.

Proof. In the case Mpxq “ M0pxq, the vertical twist space VT x is iso-
morphic to the torus T and it is straightforward to check that the effect
of applying Relpvqr on the twist coordinates is exactly yi ÞÑ yi ` rwi,
giving the required conjugacy. In the general case we need to show
that the action of F r

~w and of the group ∆ on T commute; indeed this
will imply both that the action of F r

~w on T{∆ – VT x is well-defined,
and that Φ intertwines the straightline flow F r

~w on Rm{Mpxq with

the vertical rel flow Relpvqr on VT x. The definition of the wi implies
that F r

~w and ∆ commute provided the permutation action of Mpxq on
the vertical cylinders preserves each of the three collections of cylin-
ders tC1, . . . , Cku, tCk`1, . . . , C`u, tC``1, . . . , Cmu; this in turn follows
from our assumption that singularities are labeled, and the definition
of Mpxq. �

Given a real vector space V , a Q-structure on V is a choice of a
Q-linear subspace V0 such that V “ V0 bQ R (i.e. there is a basis of
V0 as a vector space over Q, which is a basis of V as a vector space
over R). The elements of V0 are then called rational points of V . If
V1, V2 are vector spaces with Q-structures, then a linear transformation
T : V1 Ñ V2 is said to be defined over Q if it maps rational points to
rational points. There is a natural Q-structure on H1pS,Σ;R2q, namely
H1pS,Σ;Q2q. Since the action of ModpS,Σq preserves H1pS,Σ;Zq this
induces a well-defined Q-structure on H. Moreover since H is an affine
manifold locally modeled on H1pS,Σ;R2q, the tangent space to H at
any x P H inherits a Q-structure. With respect to this Q-structure, we
obtain:

Proposition 4.6. Retaining the notation above, let

Opxq “ tRelpvqs x : s P Ru Ă VT x. (4.8)

Then Opxq is a d-dimensional affine sub-orbifold of H, where d is the
dimension of the Q-vector space

spanQ

"

´1

c1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,

´1

ck
,

1

ck`1
, . . . ,

1

c`

*

Ă R. (4.9)

Moreover, for every x, the tangent space to Opxq is a Q-subspace of
H1pS,Σ;R2q.
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Proof. We will work with the standard m-torus Tm “ Rm{Zm, and
define

Ψ : Tm Ñ VT x; pt1, . . . , tmq ÞÑ Φpc1t1, . . . , cmtmq. (4.10)

Then the conjugacy from Proposition 4.5 leads to a semi-conjugacy
from the straight-line flow on Tm in direction

~v “

ˆ

´1

c1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,

´1

ck
,

1

ck`1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,

1

c`
, 0, . . . , 0

˙

.

The orbit closure of the origin of this straight-line flow is a rational
subtorus, and the tangent space to the origin is the smallest real sub-
space V of Rm defined over Q and containing the vector ~v. Every
rational relation among the coordinates of ~v gives a linear equation
with Q-coefficients satisfied by ~v, and vice versa; this implies that the
dimension of V is the same as the rational dimension of (4.9).

Similarly to (4.10), let rΨ : Rm Ñ Hm be defined by rΨpt1, . . . , tmq “
rΦpc1t1, . . . , cmtmq. Then rΨ intertwines the action of Zm on Rm by

translations, with the action of M0pxq on the image of rΨ, and we have

Opxq “ πprΨpV qq. Let ~v1, . . . , ~vd be a basis of V contained in Zm, and
let Γ Ă Zm be the sub-lattice x~v1, . . . , ~vdy. The subspace V is fixed by

the action Γ Ă Zm by translations, and rΨ intertwines this translation
action with a translation action of a subgroup of M0pxq. Thus in order
to prove that the tangent space to Opxq is defined over Q, it is enough
to prove that any element of M0pxq acts by translation by a rational
vector.

As we have seen (see (4.3)), the action of each τi on H1pS,Σ;R2q is
induced by its action on H1pS,Σ;Zq via

γ ÞÑ γ ` pγ X CiqCi,

i.e. by translating by a vector in H1pS,Σ;Zq. Now the assertion follows
from the definition of the Q-structure on H1pS,Σ;R2q. �

4.3. Vertical rel flow on deformations of the Arnoux-Yoccoz
surface. We now specialize further to xr “ Relphqr x0. Throughout this
section we assume that r ą 0 and r not an integral power of α. Then
xr admits a decomposition into four cylinders by Lemma 3.4. For such
r, define Or “ Opxrq via (4.8), and denote the tangent space to Or at
xr by Tr. Then we have:

Lemma 4.7. With the notation above, Tr is a 3-dimensional Q-subspace
of H1pS,Σ;R2q, and Or is a three dimensional affine torus.
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Figure 7. Cylinders on the surface xr with 1 ă r ă α´1.

Proof. Let k P Z such that α´k ă r ă α´pk`1q. Lemma 3.4 tells us that
xr has a four cylinder decomposition with cylinders named Ck, Ck`1,
Ck`2 and Ck`3, and by Lemma 3.2, their circumferences are

ci “ 2αip1` α2
q. (4.11)

Following Proposition 4.6 we consider the Q-vector space

S “ spanQ

"

´1

ck
,

1

ck`1
,

1

ck`2
,

1

ck`3

*

Ă R.

(The signs are irrelevant for our purposes, but can be determined
by noting that there is a k P Z so that rg´kxr is one of the sur-
faces represented by Figure 7.) Scaling by ck`3 we have ck`3S “

spanQp1, α, α
2, α3q – Qpαq. Since α is cubic, dimQ S “ dimQ Qpαq “ 3.

This proves the first assertion. For the second one, we note by in-
specting Figure 6 that xr satisfies the conditions of Proposition 4.2
when 1 ă r ă α´1. We can extend to all r as above by an appropriate
action of a power of rg. This means that the map Φ given in (4.6) is
injective, and the image is a 4-dimensional rational torus in Hp2, 2q.
By Proposition 4.6, Or is an affine 3-dimensional sub-torus. �

Define the vertical twist cohomology subspace P to be the real sub-
space of H1pS,Σ;R2q spanned by the classes of the form p0, C˚q, where
C varies over the cylinders of xr. As we have seen, P is the tangent
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space to VT r. In light of Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.4, P is inde-
pendent of r, and by Proposition 4.6, contains the subspace Tr for all
r as above.

The subspace P is related to horizontal holonomy in the surface xr,
as follows. If Ci are the vertical cylinders on xr, ξi are their widths
(that is ξi are the xi of (4.1)), and C˚i P H

1pS,Σ;Zq are their dual
classes as in (4.4), then for each γ P H1pS,Σ;Qq,

holxpγ, xrq “
ÿ

i

ξiC
˚
i pγq. (4.12)

Therefore we see:

Corollary 4.8. The action of ϕ˚ on H1pS,Σ;R2q preserves the sub-
space P . The cohomology class

`

0, holxpx0q
˘

P H1pS,Σ;R2q lies in P
and is a dominant eigenvector for the action of ϕ˚ on P . The corre-
sponding eigenvalue is α´1.

Proof. Since rgxr “ xα´1r, ϕ maps the cohomology classes represented
by core curves of vertical cylinders on xr, to cohomology classes rep-
resented by core curves of vertical cylinders on xα´1r. Since P is in-
dependent of r, we find that ϕ˚ preserves P . By equation (4.12) and
from the definition of P , we see that

`

0, holxpxrq
˘

lies in P for all r. By
projecting onto the second summand in R2 “ R ‘ R we can identify
P with a subspace of H1pS,Σ;Rq, and we continue to denote this sub-
space by P , then we have shown that holxpxrq P P for all r as above,
so letting r Ñ 0 we find that holxpx0q P P . Since ϕ is a pseudo-Anosov
on x0 with derivative rg, we know that

ϕ˚holxpx0q “ α´1holxpx0q.

Moreover it is known [R] that the action of a pseudo-Anosov map on
H1pS,Σ;Rq has a unique dominant eigenvector whose eigenvalue is the
expansion coefficient of the pseudo-Anosov, in this case α´1. Thus
holxpx0q is an dominant eigenvector for the action of ϕ˚ on H1pS,Σ;Rq
and hence also for the action on P . �

Let P1 “ spantholxpx0qu Ă P . Since P1 is generated by a dominant
eigenvector, there is a ϕ˚-invariant complementary subspace P2. We
have:

Corollary 4.9. For any r as above, the subspace Tr Ă P is not con-
tained in P2.

Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that Tr Ă P2. By counting
dimensions, we obtain that Tr “ P2 and in particular that ϕ˚pT2q “ T2.
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Consider the ϕ˚-equivariant projection Res : H1pS,Σ;Rq Ñ H1pS;Rq
as in (2.4) (where we take coefficients in R), and set

T̄r “ RespTrq and P̄ “ RespP q.

By definition of the respective Q-structures, Res is defined over Q, so by
Proposition 4.6, T̄r is a Q-subspace of P̄ , which is invariant under ϕ˚.
Since Tr contains the tangent direction to Relpvqr , which is contained in
the kernel of Res, we find that dim T̄r “ 2. Thus we have found a two-
dimensional ϕ˚-invariant Q-subspace of P̄ . But one of the eigenvalues
of ϕ˚ on P̄ is the cubic number α´1. This is a contradiction. �

Theorem 4.10. For any r as above, let rn “ αnr Ñ 0. Then

V x0 Ă
ď

n

Orn .

Proof. In the affine orbifold structure on H, the orbit V x is a line, and
the sets Orn are linear submanifolds. Since xrn Ñ x0 it suffices to show
that the set of accumulation points of the tangent space Trn contains the
tangent direction to V . By definition of the V -action, the derivative of
the vertical horocycle flow d

ds
rvsx0s (as an element of the tangent space

to H at x0, identified with H1pS,Σ;R2q) is precisely
`

0, holxpx0q
˘

. By

Corollary 4.8,
`

0, holxpx0q
˘

is the dominant eigenvector for the action
of ϕ˚ on P . So it is enough to show that Tr contains a vector which
projects non-trivially onto P1, with respect to the decomposition P “
P1 ‘ P2. But this is immediate from Corollary 4.9. �

5. The closure of a leaf

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let H denote the set of surfaces in Hoddp2, 2q
with the same area as x0, and let Ω Ă H denote the closure of the rel
leaf of x0. For any r ą 0 and r not an integral power of α, Ω contains
Or “ Opxrq (as in(4.8)). Hence by Theorem 4.10, Ω contains the orbit
V x0. Now using Corollary 2.8, Ω contains the hyperelliptic locus L.

Since Ω is saturated with respect to the Rel foliation, for any z P L
and any u P R for which Relupzq is defined, Ω contains Relupzq. Given
z P L and g P G, gz P L since L is G-invariant. Moreover, if Relupzq
is defined, by Proposition 2.3, Relgupgzq “ gRelupzq is also defined and
contained in Ω. The set

tRelupzq : z P L, u P R,Relupzq is definedu

contains an open subset U of Hp2, 2q by Proposition 2.4. Since U has
positive measure, with respect to the natural flat measure on H, we
can apply ergodicity of the G-action, to find that U contains a point
z0 for which Gz0 “ H. Since Gz0 Ă Ω we find that Ω “ H. �
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Appendix A. The vertical rel trajectory

In this appendix, we show that vertical rel deformations of x0 are
completely periodic in the horizontal direction. In fact we will prove:

Theorem A.1. If r ‰ 0, then Relpvqr x0 has a horizontal cylinder de-
composition. This cylinder decomposition has 3 cylinders if and only if
r

1`α2 is an integral power of α. If r
1`α2 is not an integral power of α,

then the cylinder decomposition has 4 cylinders.

Proof. Because of the action of rg and the hyperelliptic involution of x0
on the vertical rel leaf, it suffices to prove the theorem for a fundamental
domain for the action of rg on r ą 0. We will analyze the fundamental
domain

tr P R : 1` α2
ď r ă α´1p1` α2

q “ 1` 2α ` α2
u.

So, our first task is to rel flow the Arnoux-Yoccoz surface until we

obtain Rel
pvq

1`α2x0.
Throughout this section, we make use of the following idea. The

action of Relpvqr is to move white singularities upward by r (relative
to the black singularity), or equivalently to move the black singularity
downward by r. We will take the latter point of view. Suppose y is
in the stratum Hp2, 2q like x0. There are three downward directions

leaving the black singularity of y. To form Relpvqr y, we slit the sur-
face along downward segments leaving the black singularity of length
r. We will define a new translation surface by using the same polygonal
presentation, keeping all gluing maps the same, except for the gluing
along the slits. Along the slits we reglue so that the former location of
the singularity is replaced by three regular points. This determines the
gluings of the slits, and the bottom endpoints of the slit are forced to
be identified into a 6π cone singularity. It is not hard to see by exam-
ining the effect on holonomies of paths, that this surface is obtained by
following the imaginary rel vector field, and thus is equal to Relpvqr y.

We apply this idea to the Arnoux-Yoccoz surface x0 depicted in
Figure 1 with r “ α2 ` α4. We slit open the edges labeled C and D,
and the top subinterval of B of length α2 ` α4. Regluing as described
above has the effect of collapsing the boundary edges labeled C and D
in the figure, and shortens the edge labeled B by α2`α4. The resulting

surface, Rel
pvq

α2`α4x0, is depicted in Figure 8.

Now we will vertically rel flow by an addition 2α3, which is the
common length of the edges labeled B and C 1 in Figure 8. We cut
downward slits of lengths 2α3, and re-identify as above. This has the
effect of collapsing edges B and C 1, and also shortens the edge labeled
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Label Edge length
1 1´ α
2 2α ´ 1
3 α
4, 5 α2

6, 7 α3

A 2α
B, C 1 2α3

B1 2α2

D1 2α2 ` 2α3

Figure 8. The surface Rel
pvq

α2`α4x0.

Label Edge length
1 1´ α
2 2α ´ 1
3 α
4, 5 α2

6, 7 α3

A 2α
B1, D1 2α2

E 2α3

Figure 9. The surface Rel
pvq

α`α3x0.

D by 2α3. In addition, a new vertical edge (to be labeled E) is formed
from the identified pieces of D1 and C 1 in the top part of the picture.

The resulting surface, Rel
pvq

α`α3x0, is shown in Figure 9.

Next, we flow by an additional 2α2, the length of B1 and D1 in Figure
9. The three slits cut in this step consist of the edges labeled B1 and
D1, and an additional segment drawn as a dotted line in Figure 9. The
edges B1 and D1 collapse, the edges labeled E grow by 2α2, and there
is a new boundary identification F formed by identifying the right
half of the dotted line with the left side of B1. The resulting surface,

Rel
pvq

1`α2x0, is depicted in Figure 10. This is the first surface in our
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Label Edge length
1 1´ α
2 2α ´ 1
3 α
4, 5 α2

6, 7 α3

A 2α
E 2α2 ` 2α3

F 2α2

Figure 10. The surface Rel
pvq

1`α2x0.

Label Edge length
1 1´ α
2 2α ´ 1
3 α
4, 5 α2

6, 7 α3

A 2α ´ t
E 2α2 ` 2α3 ` t
F 2α2 ` t
G t

Figure 11. The surface Rel
pvq

1`α2`tx0 for 0 ă t ă 2α.

fundamental domain, and we see that the surface does indeed have a
horizontal cylinder decomposition with three cylinders.

We parameterize the remainder of our interval, r1`α2, 1` 2α`α2q,

as 1 ` α2 ` t with 0 ă t ă 2α. In order to find Rel
pvq

1`α2`tx0, we slit
the surface of Figure 10 by vertical segments of length t. After re-
identifying the slits as described above, we see that the edges labeled
E and F have grown by t, edges labeled A have shrunk by t, and a new
horizontal cylinder is formed of height t passing through new edges

labeled G in Figure 11. By inspection, we observe that Rel
pvq

1`α2`tx0
has a horizontal cylinder decomposition consisting of four cylinders, as
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claimed in the theorem above. The combinatorics of the picture is the
same for 0 ă t ă 2α. As noted in the first paragraph, this completes
the proof of the theorem. �
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